
Active listening is more than hearing someone talk with words; it requires us to give our
full attention and awareness to the other person and really concentrate on what they are
communicating, both verbally and non-verbally. 

Open questions

“How have things been for you since we last met?” 
“Can you tell me more about that?” 
“How did you feel about that at the time?”

Open-ended questions are a useful conversation tool. These are questions that can’t be
answered with a yes or a no. They allow respondents to include more information, including
feelings, attitudes and understanding. For example: 

Verbal listening skills

Paraphrasing 

crystallises the other’s comments by making it more concise
allows you (the listener) to check accuracy of your perceptions
shows that you’re listening by giving them a little bit of the information back – the part
that feels the most important. This is called ‘reflecting back.’ 

This is summarising what you have understood the other person has said. Some purposes of
paraphrasing include: 

Silences 
Allowing space for the other person to speak allows them to gather their thoughts and
develop ideas as they speak. People can often come to their own solutions this way, if they
are given time and space and a ‘listening ear’. Don’t be worried if it goes quiet for a bit, you
don’t have to fill the silence!
Saying that, be mindful that some people experience silence as deeply uncomfortable and
might worry that it means you are disinterested or disproving of what they are saying.
Perhaps use some encouraging noises (hmmm, aha, ok….) to show you are very much
engaged and interested to hear more.



No distractions
Find a place where people can be comfortable, not too noisy, hot or cold, and where you
won’t be interrupted. 

Body language 
Keep your body open and positive – this a relaxed stance, facing the speaker, with arms
resting by ones sides or on the arms of the chair, not crossed! Keep your face relaxed, nod
and smile to show the speaker you are focussing on what they are saying. 

The right environment

Focus 
Pick a time where you can really focus on giving your colleague your undivided attention,
even if it means a delay, so when you do come together you can really be there rather than
preoccupied with other tasks. 

Wait your turn 
Don’t jump in with your own comments, wait until the speaker has finished their thought. It’s
ok if there are pauses and gaps (see silence above)

Forget outcomes 
Try to filter out any tasks you have in mind that involve your colleague, just focus on what
you understand they are telling you, and check back with them that you have got it right. 

Non-verbal listening skills
Eye contact 
Making eye contact with the person you are listening to shows you are interested and
focussed on them. Try to balance eye contact without tipping into staring which can make
the other person feel rather uncomfortable. 


